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Port Phillip Council and Becton Corporation
reach agreement on Espy
Statement from the Esplanade Alliance
The Esplanade Alliance welcomes the provisional agreement made on Thursday night
between the City of Port Phillip and Becton Corporation, that the cultural significance
of The Esplanade Hotel as a live music venue is paramount and will be retained in any
new development. The Alliance does not, however, accept the sacrifice of all other
heritage buildings on the site.
The Esplanade Alliance has fought long and hard for the preservation of the Espy in
recognition of its central role in the Australian live music scene. Becton's decision to
retain the Espy as a live music and comedy venue is enormously gratifying. But it is
unfortunate that the agreement, made in secret at a closed Council meeting last night,
comes as we understand it at the expense of the preservation of Baymor Court. If this
is so, it amounts to a heritage trade-off, with the future of the Espy held to ransom
against local heritage values. Baymor Court is identified in the Port Phillip Planning
Scheme as a building of local significance. It, the kitchen wing of the hotel and the
rear stables are protected under an existing Heritage Overlay.
Planning Scheme Amendment C25 for The Esplanade Hotel site, gazetted last year,
makes it clear that both the cultural role of the Espy and the heritage buildings on the
site are significant and should be maintained. The amendment was prepared over two
years in a painstakingly collaborative process in which Becton was an active
participant. The amendment went through the usual panel process and was approved
by the Minister for Planning last year, and provides for development of the site that is
both commercially viable and responsive to cultural and heritage values.
The Esplanade Alliance despairs as to why Becton Corporation, with its army of
architects, seems unable to prepare an innovative development proposal in keeping
with the planning scheme. Late last year the Corporation submitted a development
proposal that would not only severely damage the functioning of the hotel, but involve
the demolition of all other heritage buildings on the site. Port Phillip Council, not
surprisingly, rejected this application. Becton subsequently appealed the decision to
VCAT, forcing the issue to last night's 'trade-off situation.

The agreement still needs to be ratified at VCAT, and the hearing will commence as
scheduled on Monday 11 August. The Esplanade Alliance will be attending as
planned, not only to see the Espy retained as a live music and comedy venue but to
put the heritage component of the debate back on the table.
The Esplanade Alliance reiterates that many compromises have already been made,
and that these are reflected in the planning scheme amendment. It is this planning
scheme that should mow guide all future development.
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